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Walk starts from St Peter ad Vincula Church, Church Street, Hampton Lucy, CV35 8BE.  

1. Turn right outside the church along the street then right into Snitterfield Street shortly 

afterwards. Just before the bridge over the River Avon take the track left along the 

river. At gate to Riverside Retreat turn left up waymarked path and continue along 

well-defined way, thru a wooden gate, a 

spinney then another wooden gate and onto 

open farmland. Follow line of trees on your 

right that mark the boundary of a large and 

long field, ignore waymarked path to right 

but continue along field boundary. Upon 

reaching a point where the path heads left 

towards a solitary oak tree take path 

signposted right (picture left) then shortly 

afterwards right thru a gap in the hedge. Follow track down towards farm buildings 

and outside the front entrance ignore access road ahead but go left along edge of field 

with tree plantation on your right. Follow this and cross over minor road to take track 

ahead. 

2. After a short distance, at the end of a small wood, go left and shortly afterwards right 

down towards Hampton Wood and turn left along boundary. At end of field go to 

right-hand corner and exit onto a minor road via stile. (It is possible to take path 

opposite road junction, to avoid walking down the road, as indicated as an alternative 

on map but this was overgrown at time of survey). Turn left along road for about 550m 

then turn right into driveway to Daisy Hill Farm, go thru metal gate and continue along 

driveway when it turns right and shortly take waymarked footpath on left by old metal 

farm gate. After crossing paddock go thru metal gate then ahead along right-hand field 

boundary to a metal gate. Go thru and down left-hand field boundary to bottom of 

field and cross stile then head up next field along left-hand field boundary and where 

it ends turn left by waymarker. Follow left-hand field boundary but upon reaching 

thicket go around ignoring waymarker as the path thru thicket was impassable. 

3. At bottom of field exit onto Snitterfield Street and turn left and walk along road for 

about 560m taking care. Turn right into driveway to Mount Pleasant Farm, passing the 

buildings on your right and head for left-hand field boundary. Continue past 

abandoned stile and follow field edge as it turns left but where it turns right look for 

overgrown broken stile on your left. Go past stile with care and turn right along right-

hand field boundary to exit via another broken stile onto Stratford Road. Turn left and 

walk back into Hampton Lucy.  

 

8.7 km (5.4 miles) 2 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 11th September, 2020 
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